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1. Which seal the Lamb opened 

2. What was in heaven now 

3. It was quiet for half an _____ 

4. How many angels stood before God 

5. What was given to each angel 

6. Where the eighth angel stood 

7. What went up from the incense in the 

golden censer 

8. What went up together with the smoke 

9. What the angel put into the censer 

10. Where he hurled the censer 

11. Then there came _____, … 

12. …rumblings, flashes of _____, … 

13. …and an _____ 

14. What the first angel did with the 

trumpet  

15. Then there came hail and fire mixed 

with _____, … 

16. …and a _____ of the earth, the trees, 

… 

17. and all the _____ … 

18. … were _____ up 

19. When the second angel blew his 

trumpet a _____ mountain … 

20. … was dumped into the _____ 

21. It killed a third of the living _____ in 

the sea … 

22. … and a third of the _____ were 

destroyed 

23. When the third angel blew his trumpet 

a _____  fell from the sky 

24. The name of the star 

25. The star fell on a third of the _____ … 

26. and springs, making the water _____ 

27. When the fourth angel blew his trumpet 

one third of the sun, _____, and stars 

turned dark, … 

28. so a third of the earth was _____ 

29. Then John saw an _____ flying in the 

sky and shouting, … 

30. … “Woe! Woe! Woe! because the 

other three angels would _____ their 

trumpet blasts

  

 blazing  seven  Wormwood  burned  sea  bitter  altar  fire  silence  earth 
 eagle  rivers  third  seventh  smoke  earthquake  trumpet  ships  hour  thunder 
 prayers  lightning  sound  moon  sounded  dark  grass  creatures  blood  star  
 


